
Make Every Shopper Interaction Personal
Turn browsers into buyers with personalized service
Today’s consumers expect immediate, personalized service and expect a seamless transition between their digital and 
physical experience. Bridge the gap with the ability to attribute in-store traffic back to appointments scheduled via 
your website. Channel those appointments into a personalized in-store experience. Appointment-driven conversations 
connect your customers with a knowledgeable associate who can give them exactly what they want, turning browsers 
into buyers, and customers into brand ambassadors.  

Personalize every visit
Consumers browse online but look to store associates 
for expertise when making a final purchase decision. 
Be confident each customer will be paired with the 
associate best qualified to meet their needs when they 
come into your store providing personalized attention 
to close the sale and increase transaction value.

of consumers are more likely to buy again in the future when 
helped by a knowledgeable associate.90%
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Track the path to purchase
When your customers book appointments to meet with an associate, you’ll know where they came from — your 
website, social media channels, email campaigns — who they met with, and what they purchased. No other customer 
engagement solution provides such complete clarity from inspiration to purchase.

Maximize digital marketing spend
Demonstrate the value of your digital marketing efforts by driving customers into the store to speak with your store 
associates and track the source of those visits back to your campaign. Assistance from knowledgeable associates 
increases propensity to purchase and average transaction value.

Serve with knowledgeable associates 
When customers book an appointment to come 
into your store, they’ll be matched with the 
associate best fit to service them — ensuring the 
best possible customer experience.

of consumers are more likely to shop at a store in the future
after being helped by a knowledgeable associate.

Who We Are

TimeTrade creates conversations that drive business. The company equips organizations to provide personalized service to every 
customer, every time, creating a service guarantee that improves customer satisfaction, loyalty and retention, and increases sales growth. 
TimeTrade’s leading-edge Customer Engagement Cloud, an enterprise platform delivered through a worldwide cloud-hosting network, 
provides omnichannel and mobile application tools for managing the most critical part of the customer journey: the live conversation. It 
includes several tightly integrated modules for online appointment scheduling, queue management, and data rich analytics and reports. 
The company’s patented cloud technology is proven secure and scales to meet the demands of the largest multinational enterprises 
as well as midsize and small businesses. More than 400 of the world’s most successful brands—including the largest banks, retailers, 
sales organizations and healthcare systems—rely on TimeTrade to power their live customer conversations and improve the customer 
experience, in person, by phone or online.

 
www.timetrade.com
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